Jurgen Helm de anima,5 later published as Liber de anima,6 contributed-as Nutton writes-to the spread of a "coherent message of Lutheran anatomists",7 which was taught in the medical faculty as well as in the faculty of arts, therefore gaining importance for all students, not only for the few training to be physicians. One striking feature of Wittenberg anatomy was its willingness to adopt the most recent anatomical knowledge, represented by the Greek Galen and-in the Liber de anima-by Andreas Vesalius. As Nutton concludes, at Wittenberg the struggle between convinced Galenists and the adherents of Vesalius was secondary to the theological connotations of knowledge about the human body.8 Moreover, the dissemination of this Lutheran anatomy did not stop at the borders of Wittenberg. It was also taught at Protestant universities like Jena or Greifswald. 9 But, as a close reading shows, Nutton's paper does not define what is specifically "Lutheran" in Wittenberg anatomy. This gap can be filled in in the light of the results published by Sachiko Kusukawa and Giinter Frank in their books on Melanchthon's theological philosophy.10 The junction between anatomical education and Lutheran theology depends on the Lutheran distinction between gospel and law. In general, anatomy was considered part of the law. Strictly speaking, it was part of Protestant anthropology explaining the human condition after the fall of man and elucidating man's fundamental sinfulness and his need for salvation. Anatomy was also part of Melanchthon's natural philosophy confirming the providence ofGod by contemplating his skilful creation. This "Lutheran" pattern of anatomical education explains why anatomy was held in high esteem at Wittenberg University."1
The influence of religious confession on anatomy has also been investigated by Roger French and Andrew Cunningham. Their results are not restricted to anatomical education, but cover the whole area of sixteenth-century anatomy. Roger French, for example, suggests in at least two of his papers"2 that the adoption of Vesalius' anatomical findings was primarily a matter of confession: "By the end of the sixteenth century, anatomy had split up into groups over the Vesalius affair. Many Catholics wanted to defend Galen and the learned tradition in general", while a "number of 5Philipp Melanchthon, Commentarius In the light of these latest claims by medical historians, the investigation of a German Catholic university seems to be overdue. By comparing Wittenberg anatomy with the anatomical education at a Catholic university in the second half of the sixteenth century, we will be able to find similarities and differences and to analyse the specific and perhaps confessionally influenced approach to the human body. Are there, in the sphere of sixteenth-century Catholicism, any theological motives for reading anatomical books or for anatomizing human bodies? And what about the adoption of new anatomical findings? Were Catholics per se more conservative and less willing than Protestants to accept Vesalius' corrections of Galen's anatomy? And finally, was Vesalius himself perceived as a Lutheran by Catholic anatomical teachers?
The present paper deals with the University of Ingolstadt. In the first part this is presented as a sixteenth-century Catholic university. The second describes the anatomical education at Ingolstadt, and the third presents a rather unexpected find from the University Library of Munich. The Case of Ingolstadt Anatomy Tuibingen: in 1582 he opposed the Formula ofConcord and lost a chair ofmathematics for the second time. On the other hand, Georg Palma (1543-159 1), a student at Wittenberg, Tiubingen and Padua, attained his medical doctorate in 1568 at Ingolstadt without pledging allegiance to the Tridentinum, after the medical faculty was granted an exemption by the Duke and the University.28 In the same year, Esaias Han was awarded his medical degree. After seven years in Tuibingen he had moved to Ingolstadt for his doctorate, because-according to the matricula-he preferred to receive the doctorship "apud orthodoxos et catholicos". 29
There is another reason why the second half of the sixteenth century was crucial for the confessional orientation of the University of Ingolstadt.30 As early as 1549, a member of the Society of Jesus, Petrus Canisius (1521-1597), was appointed to a professorship in theology, holding the chair until 1552.3' Four years later, in 1556, Duke Albrecht V founded at his own expense the Jesuit College at Ingolstadt, and in 1558 two professorships in theology out of four were awarded to the Jesuits. In accordance with the Society's programme, lectureships in the arts faculty were transferred to Jesuits during the next twelve years, until the Society succeeded in establishing its whole Cursus philosophicus in 1570. A few months later, a ducal order made participation in the Cursus obligatory for everybody aspiring to the Master of Arts. In 1572, all medical students and students of theology were obliged to attend the Cursus as well. These instructions met with the violent resistance of the University. As a result, the Jesuits moved their Cursus and the Paedagogium to Munich in 1573. During the following year, however, the University and the government failed to fill the gap left by the Jesuit professors, lecturers and the Paedagogium, so that their return was discussed as early as 1574. In 1576, the Society came back to Ingolstadt, re-establishing the Paedagogium and the Cursusphilosophicus, which became again obligatory for those studying to be Masters of Arts. In the beginning, the University was successful in keeping secular professorships in addition to the Jesuit lecturers, but these professorships were cancelled one after the other by the Duke, so that in 1588, the whole arts faculty was formally transferred to the Society. The University's struggle for autonomy in the early seventies has left behind literary traces. In 1571, one year before the University's centenary, Valentin Rotmar, who had just been appointed to a chair of rhetoric, published a collection of orations given by professors and doctors at Ingolstadt during the previous years.32 This Jurgen Helm year.34 These documents, Rotmar's volume and the printed programmes of the faculties, are important sources for the education undertaken at the University in the second half of the sixteenth century.
To sum up, there is no doubt that the University of Ingolstadt can serve as a contrasting model to the Protestant University ofWittenberg. The Bavarian university was involved in theological disputes from the very beginning, its members not only had to teach but also had to prove their orthodox faith, and in the second half of the century the confessional orientation of the institution became even stronger, culminating in the takeover of the arts faculty by the Society of Jesus. What, then, can be said about anatomy taught at this thoroughly Catholic University?
Anatomy at Ingolstadt In the first half of the sixteenth century, there is only little evidence of periodically performed dissections and a regular anatomical education at Ingolstadt. It is true that in 1507 the medical professors advised the Duke to provide for the delivery of human bodies to the faculty,35 and in 1522, a building "ad celebrandam anathomiam" is mentioned in the University records,36 but these are the only references to anatomy up to 1555. We do not know how often dissections took place at Ingolstadt and-what is more important here-we do not know what kind of anatomical literature was read within the medical curriculum.
We are much better informed about the second half of the century. In 1555 the visitation report of a ducal committee, which did not flatter the faculty, resulted in a ducal order that the medical students should be educated both theoretically and practically. The professors were admonished to present their patients to the students and to perform anatomical dissections ofmale and female human bodies periodically.37 The mention of anatomizing in this context suggests that such dissections were not usually performed at this time. Nevertheless, the ducal message was partly heard, as is proved by a sentence explaining the curriculum, which was probably written at the end of the fifties and sent to the University of Freiburg several years later.38 "Non enim imaginaria est philosophia, sed autopsiam vel autaisthesin desiderat medicina": "Philosophy is not a matter of imagination, but medicine needs autopsy or self-perception", and for this reason-as the curriculum says-a skeleton should be obtained for teaching the osseous structure. This sounds Vesalian, but in fact the passage ends with a strong reference to Galen. He has-as the text goes on- The Case of Ingolstadt Anatomy principally condemned the idle, inconsistent and harmful opinions based on Aristotelian philosophy, which should not be taught by the professors.39
In general, this curriculum, which was probably written between 1556 and 1560,'4can serve as a model for sixteenth-century Hippocratism and Galenism. In the text Galen himselfis called "docendi atque discendi praestantissimus magister" ("the most excellent master of teaching and learning").4' Hence, the curriculum lists more than 120 writings by Hippocrates and Galen as set texts to be read by medical students. It seems clear that this catalogue of works reflects the ideal concept of a humanist physician rather than the reality of medical education, but what is striking is the fact that for the author of the curriculum, presumably Johann Ammonius Agricola, there was obviously no contradiction between Galenism and personal observation.42 Consequently, the skeleton mentioned in the curriculum was bought for the faculty in 1564 by Ammonius,43 who not only in the catalogue, but also in his writings, was a convinced Galenist.4 A somewhat different picture emerges from the catalogue oflectures printed in 1571. A whole chapter is devoted to anatomical education,45 in which the need for sensual perception is emphasized. In this context the now existing skeleton is pointed out because it could help to understand the connection of the bones and the course of the muscles. Moreover, the practical skill as well as the theoretical knowledge of the anatomists is dealt with: dissection is called "corporis humani pulcherrimae fabricae orthotomia" ("the accurate cutting of the most beautiful fabric of the human body"), and it is to be performed not by barbers, but by the professors themselves, who alone are able to show the students "exactissime" ("very exactly") the appearance, texture, location, size, substance, and the connections of the single parts.' This passage is more than a vague allusion to Vesalius. Although no anatomical author is explicitly mentioned in the catalogue, we may conclude that Vesalius' De humani corporisfabrica libri septem form the background to this chapter on anatomical education. This assumption is confirmed by the writings of the two professors teaching at the medical faculty in 1571, who were responsible for the catalogue of medical lectures. In light of these facts I think it not just chance that from 1571 onwards we have records of dissections being performed at the medical faculty. According to Siegfried Hoffmann, the bodies of nine executed criminals were transferred to the faculty to be anatomized between 1571 and 1588.50 And in 1576 Duke Albrecht V renewed the order to the municipal council that after an execution the corpse should immediately be delivered to the faculty.5" Hence, anatomizing was not only called for, but actively practised in the years after 1571.
Obviously in Ingolstadt the adoption of Vesalian anatomy was not hindered by the Catholic faith. Landau as well as Boscius were "good Catholics". This is proved not only by the fact that they taught at Ingolstadt for quite a long time (Landau for twelve, Boscius for twenty-seven years),52 but also by further evidence. The catalogue of lectures, for example, claims that just as in the faculties of theology and law, so too in the medical faculty a restoration of the old doctrine is necessary to protect medicine against the odd opinions and obvious deceptions of certain modem authors.53 The old medicine, which should be striven for and which could counter the attack of the Paracelsians, may-as the text says-properly be called "Catholic medicine".54 In opposition to Arno Seifert's objection which rejects a confessional interpretation of "Catholic" in this context,"5 I am sure that "Catholic" here refers to nothing else than to the confessional schism in the sixteenth century. This assumption is supported by Landau's oration 'De corruptionis artium causa, & Antithesi veteris & novae Medicinae', which was delivered in 1568 and printed in Rotmar's volume. 56 In The Case of Ingolstadt Anatomy Reformation and Paracelsus' challenge to the medical world. As Landau argues, Luther was the first to attack traditional teaching in schools and universities and thereby to damage the unity and the context of the sciences.57 Landau then describes the negative consequences that Luther's attack had for law,58 philosophy,59 and medicine. According to Landau, medicine had been given by God to our first parents, and in temporal succession up to Landau's time medicine had become more extensive and more reliable and had been formed into an art.60 Hippocrates and Galen, in particular, were involved in this process.6' In Landau's view, however, Paracelsus despises this old medicine and places himself outside the tradition.62 His confused doctrine is therefore propagated by people whom the religious and public authorities do not permit to teach, and hence it is taught not at the universities, but "in angulis", on street corners.63
Two aspects ofthis oration should be pointed out: first, Landau proves to be a violent anti-Protestant by making Luther responsible for Paracelsianism. For example, in his reasoning there is no attempt to distinguish between Luther's form of Protestantism and radical Protestantism. And second, by connecting Luther and Paracelsus, Landau constructs in fact an opposition between traditional and "Catholic" medicine on the one hand and new and "Protestant" on the other. But this confessional antagonism is not-as French has suggested54 -constructed along a line between Galen and Vesalius, but between traditional medicine and Paracelsianism. If, in addition, we consider the evidence for Landau's and Boscius' adoption of Vesalian anatomy, the implications of these findings are obvious: in the view of these Ingolstadt professors, Vesalius was not a reformer who needed to be singled out as one of Luther's adherents intending to shake the foundations of the medical world. On the contrary, he belonged to that traditional medicine which had been given by God and which had been successively improved from the first days of God's world. In other words, Landau's Catholicism does not imply that he was uncritically clinging to ancient authorities like Hippocrates and Galen. As Landau writes in the introduction to Gryll's De sapore, the medical art is too wide to be constructed and perfected by only one human being because human life is short.65 Therefore Galen's medicine was completed and corrected in many 666 ways, and it would be absolutely wrong to devote oneself slavishly to Galen's words.67
To summarize, instead of clinging to the ancients, Landau insists on a medical tradition, which he states to be the Catholic one. While Protestantism is claimed to be a threat to this old tradition, Vesalius and other recent anatomists are considered part of Catholic medicine, which has been successively completed and improved from the 57Ibid., fol. 286v-288r. Ibid. faciunt, qui nunquam erraverit." (Ibid.) very beginning. What is striking, however, is the fact that Landau does not worry that exactly the same medical tradition was cultivated in Wittenberg and at several Protestant universities.68 Do these findings imply that there is any difference for the students between learning anatomy in Ingolstadt and in Wittenberg? The statutes of the Wittenberg medical faculty, which were set up in 1572, determine that anatomy has to be taught according to the ancients, particularly Galen, and recent authors like Vesalius and Fallopius, who have corrected the mistakes made in previous centuries.69 Hence, as far as the authorities consulted in anatomical education are concerned, there was no difference between Wittenberg and Ingolstadt. But, nevertheless, a distinction between Wittenberg and Ingolstadt can be made.
In Wittenberg, anatomy was considered to be part of a Lutheran philosophical education established by Melanchthon during the first half of the century. This integration of anatomy into Protestant thought resulted in an anatomical education, which, in stressing the importance of anatomy for theological reasons, was taught to all students in the arts faculty, based to a large extent on Melanchthon's De anima. In Ingolstadt, however, anatomy was-as far as the sources suggest-never taught in the faculty of arts. We may assume that around 1550 the teaching on the soul was in accordance with Veit Amerbach's Quatuor libri de anima,70 which only incidentally dealt with the human body. Later, when the Jesuits were extending their influence over the arts faculty, anatomical education of the youngest students seems to have been even more unlikely. According to Loyola's Constitutiones, the teaching of medicine should not be performed by members of the Society of Jesus.71 Therefore, it is not surprising that in the second half of the century the Ingolstadt discussion of De anima as part of traditional Aristotelian philosophy included only the briefest and most necessary of anatomical details.72
The second aspect ofWittenberg anatomy, its conformity in stressing the theological framework of anatomical knowledge, is absent at Ingolstadt as well. This is not to say that at Ingolstadt anatomical education was performed for purely practical The Case of Ingolstadt Anatomy reasons, as the 1571 catalogue of lectures might suggest. In this text, anatomy is first and foremost regarded as necessary for surgery,73 and something like an overriding philosophical or theological background is definitely not mentioned. On the contrary, there are some texts written by Ingolstadt medical professors which put anatomical knowledge into the wider framework of sixteenth-century theology and philosophy, but these writings do not form such a uniform picture as Wittenberg anatomical texts. Johann Ammonius Agricola, for example, uses anatomy for a moral call on the students to be disciplined and not to hurt each other. In his oration 'De praestantia corporis humani', which was given in 1561 and printed in Rotmar's volume,74 this appeal is founded on a long excursus on the alleged correspondence of the microcosm of the human body to the macrocosm of the political state. The liver is the Duke, caring for the nourishment and the physical well-being of his subordinates,75 the heart distributing the life-giving heat by the spiritus vitalis in the arteries is the Emperor,76and the brain mediating sensation and motion by the spiritus animalis is identified with the Pope,77 spiritually controlling the whole organism by a triumvirate consisting of "imaginatrix facultas, cogitativa, & memoratrix".78 This wonderful microcosm of the human body proves-as Ammonius says-the Creator's ineffable providence and his immense goodness.79 In a similar manner, Cyriacus Lutz (died 1599), who was professor at the medical faculty for twenty-eight years from 1571, but who spent only eight years at Ingolstadt,80 emphasizes the importance of medical knowledge for theology in his books.8' In this context he mentions Galen's De usu partium, in which contemplation of the human body is claimed to be a guide to knowledge of God's power, wisdom and goodness.82
These texts by Ammonius and Lutz, however, remain unique: Ingolstadt anatomy is very far from the uniformity of Lutheran anatomical education performed at Wittenberg University and produced by Melanchthon's power of systemizing. The picture of a certain arbitrariness in Ingolstadt anatomy becomes even more evident when looking at a text that is unexpected in the Catholic context of the University of Ingolstadt. I do not think that the provenance of the text was known to Valentin Rotmar, who adopted it in his volume and who judged it to be "non inelegans" in the Annales.92 For the historian, however, it is almost amusing to find Melanchthon's ideas and words next to Ammonius' glorification of papal power and next to Landau's polemic against a Paracelsianism supposed to be induced by the Protestants. But what is more important, it shows that the substance of Melanchthon's reading of De anima could be taught at a Catholic university as well. Obviously, Melanchthon's views on anatomy were not considered specifically Lutheran by the Catholic teachers at Ingolstadt.
Conclusion
The substance of Ingolstadt anatomy has been shown to be similar to that at Wittenberg. There is strong evidence that-at least from 1571-recent anatomical literature was easily adopted by the Ingolstadt professors. Hence, in their attitude to anatomy, the Catholics at Ingolstadt were no more conservative than their Protestant colleagues at Wittenberg.
But this is not to say that religious confession did not influence medical education. At Ingolstadt, Protestantism was suspected of having produced Paracelsianism, which was located outside the old medical tradition. This tradition, "Catholic" medicine, as it was called, had begun with God's creation and had been successively improved. In the view of the Ingolstadt teachers, Vesalius and the other modern anatomists had not broken with this Catholic medicine but were even considered part of this old tradition. Likewise, Melanchthon's Liber de anima proves that in Wittenberg, too, Vesalius' Fabrica was not perceived as a medical revolution, but as an appropriate correction of Galen, whose work still formed the foundation for anatomical and medical knowledge.93
In its theological and philosophical background, Ingolstadt anatomy was far less uniform than anatomical education at Wittenberg. With a variety of different philosophical approaches this arbitrariness produced the odd result that by way of Melchior Fleck's speech the "coherent message of Lutheran anatomists", that Nutton
